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AlbumCoverAlbumCover

This is an album cover I made for the 70’s rock
band “Budgie”. The majorityof there album covers 
are painted, so I tried to recreate that style 
using various diffrent filters.
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This is a project my teacher called the “Cool 
Project”. The objective of this project is to 
make a non representational abstract art piece 
that shows depth.

Cool ProjectCool Project
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For this project I had to redesign an already
existing logo. So, I decided to remake NASAs
Logo. I used the same colours as in the original
to keep the same feel of the old one.

Croporate LogoCroporate Logo
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This peice is a wallpaper I created. Oddly enough,
the thing I am most proud of with this one is the
background. The spirals were all made from hand.
It was all worth it in the end I think.

Fractal WallpaperFractal Wallpaper
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Now, this project I made up my own sci/fi horror
movie then I made a traditional japanese poster
for it. I think that I did a good job with my 
use of the vertical text.

Japanese PosterJapanese Poster
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This project I had to make a spacescape. This is 
the second spacescape that I have ever made. I 
think that I improved greatly. I used photos for
to of the moons to give them a more real feel.

SpacescapeSpacescape
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Strangely enough, this wasn’t even a project that
I was assigned. I made this when I was having 
artist block with a different project. I love 
how it came out in the end.

Skateboard LogoSkateboard Logo
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The project shown here is Surrealism. This 
represents what drug use can do to a person in
society. This is one of my personal favorites.

SurrealismSurrealism
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This is a T-shirt design I made based off of a 
song called “Flamingo by Kero Kero Bonito”. The 
song is about showing your true colours and
being yourself.

T-Shirt DesignT-Shirt Design
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Now this is the last project of my portfolio, and
it's a videogame advertisement. I made a fake 
GameStop ad for a remastering of The Elder
Scrolls IV Oblivion. 

Videogame AdVideogame Ad
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